
Total Leadership Online  

As a complement to our Total Leadership workshops, program exercises can be completed by 

participants on our proprietary, secure online social learning platform, Total Leadership Online (TLO), at 

beta.totalleadership.org (no prefix).  Contact us at info@totalleadership.org to schedule a live 

demonstration. 

TLO enables sustainable coaching connections and community-building.  It allows our professional staff 

to track every participant’s progress and results, while respecting confidentiality and privacy; report on 

utilization and impact; and provide regular feedback and clarify expectations throughout.  It not only 

gives each participant a standardized record of their journey and its lessons, it also provides the 

organization a detailed systematics means for documenting our program’s ROI.   

Some of TLO’s key features and benefits are described and pictured below.  For complete examples of 

prior participants’ Total Leadership exercises, join beta.totalleadership.org and then click Help (top 

navigation bar) / FAQs + examples of TL exercises (under Forum) / Examples of exercises (under Topic).   

 

Custom Workshop Setup 

Use of TLO includes a custom designed set of exercises and a tailored schedule to fit your organization’s 

needs.  Participants are grouped in trios (or quartets) to facilitate peer-to-peer coaching and have one-

click access to program exercises via TLO. 

  

 

Guided Exercise Completion 

Completion of program exercises significantly increases the value participants take from their efforts in 

Total Leadership.  TLO guides participants through each exercise and refers them to the relevant section 

in the book, explains what each exercise is designed to accomplish, and gives detailed instructions for 

completing the work.   



 

 

 

 

Exercises in TLO are cumulative, and the content and data from early exercises are built on and guide 

participants through later exercises that are automatically customized to them.  For example, the 

Stakeholder Analysis exercises first walk participants through selecting their stakeholders in each 

domain…  



 

 

… followed by defining both expectations of and for each stakeholder, rating performance in meeting 

those expectations, and preparing for and holding dialogues with each stakeholder.   

In this example, the reason Zack chose his boss appears in the exercise above the new content Zack adds 

about expectations.  Then, in yet a later exercise, all that content populates automatically above the 

new content Zack then adds about how he’s going to conduct his dialogue with his boss.   

After the dialogue Zack composes his notes on what he learned from it and that then is added in a 

further exercise, again with the earlier content conveniently appearing above for reference (this last 

step not illustrated in the example directly below).   

 

 

 



 



The same automatic accumulation occurs with Total Leadership experiments, designed to have an 

impact in each of the four domains.  First the goals and results metrics for each domain are identified.  

 

Then, after the experiment is done, that content automatically populates later exercises in which 

participants capture their individual stories about the impact they’ve made to their Work, Home, 



Community, and Self domains.  They explicitly note the value-added contributions they’ve made to their 

business, and to the other parts of their lives, through their Total Leadership experiments.   

The Progress Report exercises, the final set, capture changes in stakeholder expectations and 

performance in meeting them since the beginning of the workshop and this aggregated data further 

documents the value added to the business, further enabling demonstrated ROI of Total Leadership.   

 

 

 

Privacy and Confidentiality 

Through the use of Privacy Settings on TLO, participants have complete control over who can see their 

exercises.  To utilize the peer-to-peer coaching aspect of Total Leadership participants must share their 

exercises with their coaches.  

 

 



Some participants expand their coaching network further by sharing exercises with people outside of 

their coaching trio, or even outside of the program.   

 

 

 

Peer-to-Peer Coaching 

When a member of the participant’s coaching group has posted his or her exercises, a notice appears on 

the TLO Home page with a link to access and provide comments. 

 



 

As with all exercises, detailed guidance is provided for how to provide coaching to peers.  

 

 

Notifications and Administration 

TLO will send automated email reminders to participants about upcoming exercises and exercises that 

have not been completed by the due date.  These messages can be tailored to your organization’s 

specifications.  Participants can control which types of email notifications they receive.  



 

The home page shows participants reminders about work that is Past Due, Up Next, and Down the Road.    

 

 

Interested in a Live Demo? 

To learn more about how TLO can be used to enhance our long form Total Leadership workshop, contact 

us at info@totalleadership.org to schedule a live demonstration. 

mailto:info@totalleadership.org

